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Disclaimer 

The calls made herein are for informational purpose and report contains only the viewpoints. We make no representation or warranty regarding the correctness, accuracy or 

completeness of any information, Phoenix Research & consulting Solutions Pvt Ltd Director (s), employee (s), is/ or not responsible for errors of any kind though the information 

obtained from the sources, which is believed to be reliable. The information contained herein is strictly confidential and is meant for the intended recipients. Any alteration, 

transmission, photocopied distribution in part or in whole or reproduction of any form of the information without prior consent of Phoenix Research & consulting Solutions Pvt Ltd is 

prohibited. The information and data are derived from the source that are deemed to be reliable the above calls are based on the theory of Technical Analysis. Neither the company/ 

Director (s) nor its employee is responsible for the trading Profit (es) & loss (es) arising due to the trader(s). The commodities and derivatives discussed and opinions expressed in this 

report may not be suitable for all investors falling under. 

 

 

 

 

 

Forex 

USDINR 61.7000 61.7525 61.5800 61.6550 61.3900 61.4825 61.5725 61.8150 61.9725 62.1400 Sell 

EURINR 77.2575 77.2575 76.9300 77.0525 76.6925 76.8200 76.9250 77.2625 77.4300 77.6575 Sell 

GBPINR 98.5500 98.7000 98.3350 98.6150 98.3125 98.4125 98.4975 98.7950 98.9325 99.1300 Sell 

JPYINR 54.7975 54.8200 54.3675 54.4200 54.1200 54.2175 54.3225 54.5800 54.7375 54.9250 Sell 
 

 

 

 

International 

Gold 
1164.6 1175 1163.4 1167.7  USD Index 87.360 87.390 86.970 87.090 

Silver 
16.115 16.165 15.905 15.953  EURUSD 1.2481 1.2578 1.2480 1.2546 

Copper 
3.058 3.074 3.003 3.018  GBPUSD 1.5971 1.6017 1.5963 1.6003 

Crude 
78.22 78.41 75.84 77.19  USDCNY 6.1175 6.1189 6.1136 6.1152 

Natural 

Gas 
4.041 4.179 4.029 4.129  USDCHF 0.9655 0.9663 0.9578 0.9597 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Open High Low Close S3 S2 S1 R1 R2 R3 Direction 

Metals & Energies 

Gold 26069 26187 25910 25963 25413 25601 25793 26205 26434 26651 Sell 

Silver 35789 35810 35340 35495 34289 34735 35140 35888 36402 36939 Sell 

Copper 415.5 415.5 408.4 409.9 403.0 405.0 407.4 412.4 414.9 418.0 Sell 

Nickel 966.2 966.2 934.8 937.4 900.4 914.4 926.4 950.9 965.9 977.4 Sell 

Lead 125.05 125.05 122.8 123.05 117.4 119.4 121.2 126.0 128.1 130.4 Sell 

Zinc 142.25 142.25 138.4 138.7 133.7 135.4 137.1 140.5 142.5 144.2 Sell 

Aluminium 128.35 128.35 126.2 126.95 121.8 123.6 125.3 129.0 130.9 133.1 Sell 

Crude 4951 4951 4691 4721 4548 4608 4665 4778 4829 4878 Sell 

Natural Gas 247.6 256.6 247.6 255.6 244.4 248.1 251.7 259.7 264.9 269.9 Buy 
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Gold 

Spread Update 

Expiry Price Basis Spread 

Spot 25944     

Dec-14 25963 Spot to Active 19 

Feb-15 26146 Spot to Next 202 

Apr-15 26354 Spot to Far 410 

PVO Analysis 

 Prev Close Close Change 

Price 26077 25963 -114 

Volume 14643 10547 -4096 

Open Interest 7456 7732 276 
 

 

Gold bears are betting that the rout in the metal isn’t over, sending assets in the biggest bullion-backed fund to the lowest since the month that Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc. 

collapsed. Federal Reserve’s exit from bond buying has cut the appeal of bullion as a hedge against rising consumer costs. Gold is heading for its first consecutive annual drop since 

1998. Prices surged for 12 straight years through 2012, with buying accelerating after Lehman’s 2008 bankruptcy spurred a rout across global markets and central banks increased 

money supplies. Six years later, the runaway inflation that some investors were betting on hasn’t materialized and U.S. equities have climbed to records. Concerns about inflation 

have been washed away from the system. We will probably see more investors exiting gold if the equity market continues to soar to new highs. On the Comex, gold futures for 

December delivery dropped 0.2 percent yesterday to $1,167.70 an ounce in New York, the lowest settlement since July 2010. Prices are down 2.9 percent in 2014. Rising borrowing 

costs reduce the metal’s allure because the commodity generally offers investors returns only through price gains, while a stronger dollar typically cuts demand for a store of value. 

Gold climbed 70 percent from December 2008 to June 2011 as the U.S. central bank bought debt and held borrowing costs near zero percent in a bid to shore up growth. Prices 

slumped 28 percent last year, the most in three decades. . Concern that gold demand may falter in the worlds tops two largest users’ china and India and collapse of crude oil prices 

also pushing bullion in to bearish trend and chances of bullion dropping to $1,000 are increasing. We expect it to test the same and advise traders to add fresh shorts only below 

$1160 as markets being in oversold zone and sideways correction cannot be ruled out. 
 

 

Silver 

Spread Update 

Expiry Price Basis Spread 

Spot 35680     

Dec-14 35495 Spot to Active -185 

Mar-15 36200 Spot to Next 520 

May-15 36907 Spot to Far 1227 

PVO Analysis 

 Prev Close Close Change 

Price 35942 35495 -447 

Volume 23708 13265 -10443 

Open Interest 18986 19383 397 
 

 

 
 

 

Copper 

Spread Update 

Expiry Price Basis Spread 

Spot 414.95     

Nov-14 409.9 Spot to Active -5.05 

Feb-15 415.8 Spot to Next 0.85 

Apr-15 419.5 Spot to Far 4.55 

PVO Analysis 

 Prev Close Close Change 

Price 416.85 409.9 -6.95 

Volume 21049 19665 -1384 

Open Interest 9503 10333 830 
 

 

Copper futures fell the most since mid-October after the European Commission cut growth forecasts for the euro area, damping the demand outlook for industrial metals. Gross 

domestic product in the 18-nation region will rise 0.8 percent this year and 1.1 percent in 2015, down from projections for 1.2 percent and 1.7 percent in May. A gauge of six 

industrial metals traded in London headed for a second straight annual loss for the first time since the recession in 2007-2008. An economic slowdown in China added to concern 

that demand for raw materials will ebb. Europe’s economy is continuing to weaken, and that should put pressure on any kind of chance for building and business expansion so, 

copper and base-metal prices remain under pressure. Copper futures for December delivery fell 1.5 percent to settle at $3.0185 a pound on the Comex in New York, the biggest drop 

for a most-active contract since Oct. 15. Earlier, the metal touched $3.003, the lowest since Oct. 21.The EU also reduced its growth estimates for Germany, the world’s third-biggest 

copper consumer. China is the top user, followed by the U.S.On the London Metal Exchange, copper for delivery in three months fell 1.1 percent to $6,648 a metric ton ($3.02 a 

pound). The price dropped 9.7 percent this year. The dollar has continued to appreciate, and this has probably supported some of the weakness in industrial metals. With the 

formation of  strong bear candle closed below recent lows  suggest prices could move lower in today’s session  as the increase in open interest in resuming its trend suggest prices 

back in trend which was decreasing when prices moving north. We advise traders to be on shorter side around 412 levels with stops above 415 targeting 404 levels.  
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Lead 

Spread Update 

Expiry Price Basis Spread 

Spot 123.2     

Oct-14 123.05 Spot to Active -0.15 

Nov-14 124.1 Spot to Next 0.9 

Dec-14 125.65 Spot to Far 2.45 

PVO Analysis 

 Prev Close Close Change 

Price 125.05 123.05 -2 

Volume 8738 6119 -2619 

Open Interest 2557 2621 64 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Zinc 

Spread Update 

Expiry Price Basis Spread 

Spot 140.4     

Oct-14 138.7 Spot to Active -1.7 

Nov-14 139.35 Spot to Next -1.05 

Dec-14 140.5 Spot to Far 0.1 

PVO Analysis 

 Prev Close Close Change 

Price 142.35 138.7 -3.65 

Volume 10304 11140 836 

Open Interest 5465 4341 -1124 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Crude 

Spread Update 

Expiry Price Basis Spread 

Spot 4838     

Nov-14 4721 Spot to Active -117 

Dec-14 4754 Spot to Next -84 

Jan-15 4793 Spot to Far -45 

PVO Analysis 

 Prev Close Close Change 

Price 4963 4721 -242 

Volume 92102 89230 -2872 

Open Interest 15482 16364 882 
 

 

West Texas Intermediate traded near the lowest price in three years as U.S. crude stockpiles bolstered speculation that rising supply is outpacing demand growth. Crude 

stockpiles in the world’s biggest oil consumer probably expanded by 2.35 million barrels to 382.1 million last week, a Bloomberg News survey shows before an Energy Information 

Administration report today. Oil futures have slumped deeper into a bear market as the largest producers in the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries resisted calls to cut 

output. Global supplies are climbing, with the U.S. pumping at the fastest pace in more than 30 years even amid signs that consumption will weaken.WTI for December delivery was 

at $77.33 a barrel in electronic trading on the New York Mercantile Exchange, up 13 cents, at 8.01 a.m. IST. The contract dropped $1.59 to $77.19 yesterday, the lowest close since 

October 2011. Looking ahead Saudi Arabia’s Oil Minister Ali Al-Naimi is scheduled to attend a climate event in Venezuela starting on Nov. 6, according to embassy officials in 

Caracas. The Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries is under pressure because of the historic expansion of U.S. production from hydraulic fracturing and horizontal drilling. 

U.S. fields are pumping 8.97 million barrels a day, the most since the 1980s, according to the U.S. Energy Information Administration. Meanwhile, global consumption is at steady 

since 2009 as economic growth slows in Europe and Asia,. Saudi Arabian Oil Co. the state-owned producer lowered the premium for sales to the U.S. Gulf Coast by 45 cents a barrel 

on Nov. 3 to the smallest since December. At the same time increased prices for exports to Asia and Europe. The fact that they’re cutting prices in the U.S. and not in other areas 

does seem to lend credence to the theory that they are going after U.S. shale production, which has been the biggest threat to their market share. We expect crude prices continue 

to trade volatile and advice traders to be cautious as the prices are in extreme oversold zone and sharp corrections cannot be ruled out but the trend is still down. 
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Economic Calendar 

Date Time (IST) Zone Data Forecast Previous 

05-11-2014 7:15am CNY HSBC Services PMI   53.5 

05-11-2014 3:30pm EUR Retail Sales m/m -0.60% 1.20% 

05-11-2014 6:45pm USD ADP Non-Farm Employment Change 214K 213K 

05-11-2014 8:30pm USD ISM Non-Manufacturing PMI 58.2 58.6 

05-11-2014 9:00pm USD Crude Oil Inventories  1.8M 2.1M 
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